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What exactly
is coaching?

Truly excellent course on 
self-development with 
outstanding resources and 
support. Life-changing!
April
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There are a number of definitions we can examine to get us started and to sufficiently outline 
coaching for our purposes. 

The first of these is from Downey (2003), note how he refers to coaching as an ‘art’ form. 

“The art of facilitating the performance, learning 
and development of another.”

Whitmore (2009), founder of the famous ‘GROW’ model defines coaching as: 

“Unlocking people’s potential to maximise their 
own performance. It is helping them to learn 
rather than teaching them.” 

Interesting here, how the key element is aiding the client to ‘learn for themselves’ and not be 
taught. Also to be noted is this notion of ‘unlocking’. A more recent definition is provided 
to us by Bresser & Wilson, (2010): 

“Empowering people by facilitating self-directed 
learning, personal growth and improved 
performance.”

At AreteWay Coach we believe that coaching is essentiallythe art of 
helping people to reach their Arete.
 

Let us explain... 
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Purpose / Potential / Excellence
Arete is an ancient Greek word to fulfil one’s potential, find meaning and achieve excellence. 
Coaching is at its core all about helping others to reach their Arete. But can we let you into a 
secret? Learning with us to become a great coach will also help you reach your Arete. It’s the 
greatest Win-Win!

Vision for AreteWay Coach
Our vision at AreteWay Coach is to train world-class coaches to take people on a coaching 
journey towards life transformation or in other words - help people to reach their Arete.

The goal for our coaching diploma is to equip each trainee coach with the skills, knowledge, 
mindset, network, support and most importantly confidence to go out into the world and 
make a difference through their coaching. 

What Coaching is Not
A great misconception about coaching is that the coach must be a wise Yoda type who offers 
insightful wisdom with every word. But this is not how coaching works. The role of the coach is 
to create a safe, reflective space using coaching skills, techniques and language that allow the 
coachee (the person being coached) to explore their own experiences and uncover their own 
conclusions about the way forward. Whether that’s to achieve new goals, overcome a roadblock 
in their life, or simply to be listened to and move closer to Arete.

There is no need to be the all-knowing wise guide, so for a new trainee coach the pressure is 
off, you don’t require specific knowledge about the coachee’s situation or career. The coach’s 
role is to skillfully create a space for the coachee to make their own breakthroughs. Therefore, 
coaching is not about telling the coachee what to do. 

A great coach gets themselves out of the way to generate a reflective space that challenges 
the coachee’s thinking in ways that helps them figure out the next steps themselves.

Great Coaches Empower Coachees with Autonomy 

One of the greatest theories of motivation, “Self Determination Theory” (Ryan & Deci) reveals 
the power of autonomous motivation. Autonomy is when you do something because you have 
decided you want to, rather than being told what to do. Think about this in your own life. Do you 
feel much more motivated to achieve a goal you selected, rather than all those ‘should’ goals 
that you feel like you ‘should’ achieve because someone else says so?

There is a massive difference in motivation between “should goals” and autonomous goals.

What a great coach is really doing by not giving advice every 5 minutes and assuming they 
know what’s best for the coachee, is helping the coachee to generate their own autonomous 
insights, breakthroughs and steps to reach their goals.  The coachee is then more motivated 
and will get better results!
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Our coaching is focused on the coachee’s present experience and seeks to build positive 
future aspirations rather than revisiting old wounds from the past. At the heart of the DPC 
is the science of positive psychology.

The Origins of Positive Psychology
When the science of psychology was first created in the 19th-century there were two original 
goals. The first was to cure mental illness, and the second was to nurture talent and create 
thriving individuals and communities. However, due to a succession of world wars, curing the 
sick took precedence and rightly so. 

For this reason, the second big aim for psychology, to promote wellbeing, was almost forgotten 
in an attempt to heal the sick. 

If you can imagine life’s wellbeing spectrum runs from -10 to +10, the focus of psychology was 
purely on taking negative numbers and making them into zero’s or small positive numbers. 

That makes perfect sense through the lens of the first major goal of psychology. But the second 
goal of psychology was not being fulfilled. 

That is until 1998, when Martin Seligman took on the biggest role in psychology as the head of 
the American Psychological Association (APA). Seligman knew the legacy he wanted to create. 
Seligman wanted to take psychology back to its roots and learn ways to make people happier. 
At this moment, Positive Psychology was re-born.

What is Positive Psychology?
Let’s start with what positive psychology isn’t: Firstly, it has nothing to do with the ‘positive 
thinking’ movement, where you aim to apply a positive attitude to everything in life. 

Positive psychology understands that this approach is not possible, life sucks at times and you 
can never rid yourself of stress. The aim is to learn from science how we can best manage life’s 
downs while promoting the up’s.

In short, positive psychology is a scientific movement to measure and improve wellbeing. 

Positive psychology aims to:

‘Achieve a scientific understanding of the effective interventions 
to build thriving or flourishing individuals, families and 
communities. To find and nurture genius and talent but most 
importantly make normal life more fulfilling.’ - Martin Seligman 

In other words, positive psychology is the science that helps people reach Arete! 
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This is why positive psychology forms the backbone of our Diploma in Positive Coaching. 

Over the last 20 years, positive psychology has transformed into a major science. Many 
of the brightest minds in the world have found themselves attracted to this area of study 
because it’s a science that makes you feel good!

One of the key tenets is a focus on our strengths rather than our weaknesses. AreteCoach 
supports this approach. Our aim is to train coaches who will work with strengths, boost wellbeing 
and nurture excellence. 

“Positive psychology is the scientific study of what makes life 
most worth living” - Peterson, 2008

All of our trainers hold at least a Masters in Positive Psychology & Coaching Psychology, while 
Andy has applied for his PhD early 2022.

Positive Psychology adds the scientific foundation to our diploma, and this is why we call it 
‘Positive coaching’. 

AreteWay Coach believes positive psychology is the perfect science to support the art of 
coaching. We also have strong links to the University of East London, and several of our coaches 
are now considering the Master’s Degree in Positive Psychology & Coaching Psychology.

The Evolution of Coaching
Coaching has evolved over the last 20 years in the most exciting way. Modern coaches possess 
all of the core skills needed to help coaches generate their own insights. However, there are now 
many coaching specialisms that make the coaching experience even more powerful. As more 
and more people are becoming aware of the power of coaching there is a real opportunity to 
provide the niched services that coaches are seeking.

For example, coaching specialisms might include bereavement, taking a break from 
alcohol, executive burnout, retirement planning, dance & movement, meaning & purpose… 
the list is almost endless and it marks the most exciting time ever to be a coach. Once you 
learn the core skills, there are no rules.
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Why train 
with Andy 
and our 
world-class 
team?
Truly excellent course on 
self-development with 
outstanding resources and 
support. Life-changing!
April
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Andy is one of the world’s top qualified coaches, holding a Masters Degree 
at distinction level in Positive Psychology & Coaching Psychology and has 
applied for a PhD to start later this year. Andy is also a master practitioner of 
NLP and a qualified mindfulness-based awareness coach. Andy has published 
two best selling books, ‘The 28-Day Alcohol-Free Challenge’ and ‘Let’s Do This: 
How To Use Motivational Psychology To Change Your Life’. 

When you combine Andy’s education and experience in high-performance environments as a 
professional athlete, and in the world of finance as the founder of Aalpha Energy Brokerage, and 
more recently as a coach-entrepreneur with many successful coaching businesses - his skill set 
and experience are world-class.

However, for years Andy struggled, living a life, as he would describe, of ‘meh’, of 5 out of 10ness. 
When he started out on his coaching journey he was 3 stone overweight, incredibly unfit, 
unhealthy and unhappy. There was no great story or achievement. He was overworked, stressed 
out with no time for personal development, lacking direction and meaning. Most disappointingly, 
his relationships were strained. In short, he was lacking purpose and felt bored with life. Yet 
outwardly it looked as though he had it all!  A great career, income, beautiful family. But 
something was missing. Andy firmly believes the life he was leading was a one-way ticket to a 
heart attack. How sad is this?

What saved him was a call to something more. Andy describes it as a gentle tug that 
suggested there was more to this short and precious life. He felt a longing to give back 
but had no idea how. Andy then started to ask those BIG questions, such as, 

“Is this it?”, “Is this all life has to offer? Surely there’s more?” 

He was right, there’s so much more.

The gentle unease with his current lifestyle motivated Andy to try personal development, 
which quickly led to a desire to share what he was learning with others. So began his coaching 
adventure. 

Over the next few years, Andy transformed his health, business and most importantly 
relationships. Around this time Andy created a long term vision - he wanted to master the craft 
of coaching in all formats and then share this learning with others so that they too could firstly 
transform themselves and then help others do the same.

Over the last 10 years, Andy has fulfilled this vision, creating various successful coaching 
practices in almost every coaching genre from executive coaching to corporate workshops, 1:1 
and group coaching. What’s important is that Andy is still coaching in a BIG way as the current 
founder & CEO of three major coaching businesses, while also a partner/director in another two. 

What’s incredible is that most of these coaching initiatives were created as side hustles to a 
full-time career as a broker in the city of London. Andy is a great example of how you can build 
thriving coaching businesses and initiatives alongside your day job until such a point you can 
make coaching your full-time vocation!
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Andy takes the opposite position to the burn your bridges approach. With total confidence, as he 
has done it, Andy knows there is nothing stopping you from growing a 1:1 coaching practice or 
even a global movement while you remain in your day job. Then if you wish, when the coaching 
momentum is there, you can then step into your vocational career and become a full-time 
coach. 

Part of Andy’s development was to take a proactive break from alcohol, which was 
such a positive experience that he decided to start coaching others to do the same. 

After initially creating an executive coaching side hustle for fun and holiday money, Andy 
went on to co-found the movement OneYearNoBeer, (OYNB) which has coached hundreds of 
thousands of people to transform their relationship with alcohol, with the positive collateral into 
the millions. 

Andy recently stepped down from OYNB, after helping hundreds of thousands of people, with 
the positive collateral influencing millions, and with a valuation of £15 million. Andy wanted the 
freedom to start new coaching initiatives to inspire more people to reach their full potential.

The Coaching Success Blueprint  
When Andy left OYNB he had one aim for these new coaching initiatives - could he start them 
from scratch and then create a blueprint to share with others so they could do the same?

This coaching success blueprint is exactly what makes AreteWay Coach totally unique.

After leaving OYNB, the first coaching initiative Andy created was Seneca Performance, which 
was a high-end corporate coaching and mentoring programme combined with physical 
training. In one example, Andy and his team built a physical gym next to a trading floor to coach 
the busy brokers, who went on to have a record month! This is the power of coaching. 

Next Andy created various self-development programmes and the Mind & Body Gym, along with 
AreteWay Coach. All of them are highly successful in their own right. Furthermore, Andy created 
most of these initiatives while still in a full-time career as a broker. It is only in the last year that 
Andy stepped out of broking to pursue his vocation in coaching full time. This goes to prove in 
the most powerful way that even if you have a busy job or lifestyle -  you do have the time to 
learn the skills of coaching and create initiatives to help others. This is another reason coaching 
is the greatest side hustle. Andy has consistently demonstrated this across various coaching 
genres. 

The more Andy learned, the more opportunities started to appear and he has recently 
formed a coaching partnership with Christian Dailly, former Westham and Scotland 
football captain, which is all designed to transform people’s health & longevity using their 
unique Zone1 Formula. 

With all this going on, you can still see Andy showing up LIVE coaching on the socials every day, 
as he has done for over 7 years!. 
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More importantly, Andy still has time to read, write books, hang out with friends, travel and stay 
super fit.

How? 

Because Andy has found his Arete in coaching and he can show 
you how to find yours!

In short, gaining an opportunity to train with a coach & coach entrepreneur at Andy’s level is 
incredibly rare. Most coach training is delivered by students of the Master instructor or by those 
who have never really created coaching businesses. This was always a frustration for Andy when 
he was training to become a coach. It appears lots of coaching training is delivered by those 
who have not really succeeded in any form of coaching,  outside training coaches to become 
coaches to do something they themselves never achieved!

Therefore, while he can, Andy delivers all the training. So you learn from someone
who is coaching and growing coaching ventures in a BIG way right now.

Andy will train the 2022 cohorts however, AreteCoach is already becoming so successful that 
you might not be able to train with Andy for much longer. So even more reason to get in before 
2022 cohorts fill up as there are only a small number of places available. 

or visit www.aretewaycoach.com for more information. 

CLICK HERE to join the next FREE training with Andy 

You can join Andy on a FREE training, 

“How to become a Coach and 
do what you love” 

https://andyramage.mykajabi.com/free-webinar-train-as-a-coach
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Meet Our Coaches

Sarah Chamberlain MSc 
in Positive Psychology & Coaching Psychology 

Sarah left a near 20-year career in Education 
and leadership, to pursue her passion for Positive 
Psychology and the development of others. 
Walking away from a College Vice-Principalship, 
Sarahundertook a Masters in Positive Psychology and 
Coaching Psychology at the University of East London, 
specialising in the field of shame resilience. Bringing 
years of experience of teaching, learning design and 
supporting adults back into learning, Sarah now heads 
up The Arete Way Coaching Course. A lover of nature, 
Sarah is often found walking on the South Downs with 
her dog and now growing family.

and many of her possessions to move to the south of Spain
with the goal of creating a happier, calmer, and healthier lifestyle for herself and her partner.

Once in Spain, Naomi took the opportunity to return to University to study a Masters degree in 
Applied Positive Psychology and Coaching Psychology. After having the courage to take such 
a big leap and trust that things would work out, she was rewarded by completing her Masters 
with distinction and securing the job on our team as European Head of Arete Coach. Naomi 
now gets to indulge her love of teaching whilst teaching Coaching Skills, Coaching Psychology, 
and Positive Psychology to those on the Arete Coaching course. When not teaching she is either 
found walking in the countryside listening to audiobooks, reading in the sunshine, volunteering, 
or having a siesta. I think it’s fair to say her life has improved no end.

Naomi Morgan MSc 
in Positive Psychology & Coaching Psychology 

Naomi Morgan is a former teacher with a huge love of 
books, personal development, long walks in nature and 
people. For 15 years Naomi held the position of Head 
of Psychology and was fascinated by the new and 
emerging approach called Positive Psychology. She 
daydreamed about leaving her job and returning to 
university to study positive psychology in more detail. 
Although Naomi loved teaching, the stress and long 
hours were taking their toll. One cold and dark October 
evening, after another tough day at work, she decided 
to take serious action and to give up her job, house, 
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The Diploma 
in Positive 
Coaching 
(DPC)
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DPC Vision and Goals
Our vision at AreteWay Coach is to train world-class coaches to take people on a coaching 
journey towards life transformation or in other words - help people to reach their Arete. The 
goal for our coaching diploma is to equip each trainee coach with the skills, knowledge, 
mindset, network, support and most importantly confidence to go out into the world and
make a difference through their coaching. 

How to know if the DPC is for you?
The Diploma is aimed at all educational backgrounds and we supplement our course with 
world-class study skills specifically for those returning to education.

The Diploma in Positive Coaching is perfect for those who want to extend their 
self-development knowledge and apply this to help others through coaching.

Also, the Diploma is perfect for anyone who wants to potentially change their career and begin 
helping others.

 The DPC is also for those who just want to develop themselves, use these skills in the workplace 
or to inspire their family.

The Number of Student Contact Hours
The Diploma in Positive Coaching has 105 (84 synchronous and 21 asynchronous) coach-
specific training hours. Synchronous is in-person training (ZOOM) and asynchronous is directed 
self-study of course materials). 

Location 
All our training will take place online via ZOOM so there is 
no restriction on a student’s location.

Students will not require a paid-for ZOOM account, the 
free ZOOM account will suffice. Our team will help set 
ZOOM up for those not already familiar with this excellent 
technology.

All of the LIVE ZOOM learning modules are recorded and 
shared for reference and for anyone who can not attend 
the LIVE sessions.

Online Learning Platform 

AreteCoach uses a unique online learning platform to store course modules, ZOOM recordings, 
additional coaching tools and bonus content such as The AreteWay Coach module. 
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Coach Community 
All trainee coaches will gain access to a private community. This is a place to network and share 
coaching ideas, as well as arrange coaching sessions between trainee coaches. 

Learning Goals
• To gain greater knowledge and understanding of a range of different coaching theories 

and approaches
• To develop a wide range of coaching skills
• To learn how to effectively reflect on your coaching and use this knowledge to develop 

your coaching skill set further
• To regularly put into practice your newly acquired coaching skills with other course 

members
• To fully understand and learn how to apply each of the ICF core competencies to coaching 
• Know how to set up and skillfully manage a coaching session. 
• Understand how to refer on and acknowledge when a coachee might require specialised 

help. 
• Learn ways to market their coaching business in ways that are ethical and sustainable

Learning Modules 

Core Modules 

Module #1 - Induction and Introduction to Coaching
This module will be covered in the first two weeks of the course. The ‘induction’ part is essentially 
week one and will be an orientation to the whole programme. Week two provides a crash course 
to coaching, taking you through how to structure and manage a coaching session so that you 
are ready and confident to start building up your coaching hours.

Module #2 - Coaching Theory and Approaches 
The theory behind the practice. This module explores the many theories which have contributed 
to the development of coaching as we know it today. From the theoretical origins of coaching to 
the various psychological approaches employed by coaches.

Module #3 - The Coaching process
The nuts and bolts of coaching! Here we closely examine the tools and techniques that can be 
used to help clients find clarity, self-awareness, develop goals and achieve them. This module 
is the largest and will run throughout the course, introducing more sophisticated coaching 
methodologies as your skills develop.

Module #4 - Professional Coaching Relationships
Ethical and professional coaching practice lies at the heart of the Arete Way coaching course 
and as such, will be revisited throughout the programme as part of this module. From following 
the ICF Code of Ethics through to the coaching supervision process, these topics will empower 
you to coach to the highest professional standards.
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Module #5 - Positive Psychology and Personal Growth
An exploration of the science that supports positive psychology, the powerhouse behind so 
much self-development. Understanding how to grow in ‘self-efficacy’ as an individual plays a 
crucial role in helping others to do the same.

Resource Module 
Module #6 - Business and Professional Development 
Situated towards the end of the course, this module will help you to evolve your own coaching 
philosophy and approach. The central themes are built upon providing support to craft and 
build your own coaching business and to remain ‘current’ through ongoing professional 
development and training.

Completion of the Diploma in Positive Coaching modules 1 - 6
Once modules 1 - 6 are finished and the observations and assignments are submitted the ICF 
accredited Diploma in Positive Coaching is complete!

AreteWay Coach then offers two extra modules that are not part of the ICF accredited DPC, 
however, these two extra modules are accredited by AreteWay Coach. See below for more 
details.

Two optional accreditations offered by AreteWay Coach
*Note these optional modules are separate from the ICF accredited Diploma in Positive 
Coaching (DPC) modules above. So they require extra time and study.

Alcohol-Free/Sober Coach
The alcohol-free coach module is a unique massive bonus to training with Andy. Not only 
will you end up with a diploma in positive coaching, but you will also be awarded the title, 
“Alcohol-Free or Sober Coach” which is accredited by Arete Coach. The AF Coach module 
includes two days of training in risk assessment. Andy, who is widely considered one of the 
world’s leading alcohol-free performance coaches, and Stephanie Chivers, another world-
class coach in addiction, will make sure you have TOTAL confidence to coach people on their 
alcohol-free adventure. Plus alcohol-free coaching is one of the fastest-growing niches in 
the whole coaching world right now. Don’t miss out on this one! This module is considered 
‘resource development’ by the ICF i.e. not part of the ICF core competencies, but still is part of the 
accredited course.
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The Arete Way
The Arete way is formed of three distinct parts. The rise, the full potential pathway and the 3rd 
adventure. At each of these stages, there are various tools, techniques and learnings that will 
give you the skills to meet your coachee where they are at and guide them through each part. 
During this online self-study module, we will explore each technique in depth so you have a 
ready-made toolbox of techniques you can bring with you into your coaching practice. 

Coaching philosophy
The overarching philosophy of AreteWay coaching is a positive approach, with a substantial 
element of Positive Psychology incorporated into our methodology as this provides scientific 
insight into the wellbeing, self-development and positive change that coaching aims to bring 
about. The Diploma covers the Psychological roots of coaching, the tools and techniques 
coaches use as well as the ethics and coaching professionalism, which all link to the ICF core 
competencies.

Lead instructors

See the ‘About’ page for more information on our coaches.

Dates and locations of course 

All training sessions are held virtually over ZOOM. 
The next 2022 cohorts begin on the 5th September 2022.

Training Dates in 2022/23
Please note - trainee coaches only need to attend either the weekend or the weekday block of 
2 days each month. Therefore,in total, they need to attend 6x 2-day blocks to complete the 
Diploma in Positive Coaching (DPC). This can be a mixture of weekends and or weekdays.

Andy Ramage Msc 
Positive Psychology & 
Coaching Psychology 

Naomi Morgan Msc 
Positive Psychology & 
Coaching Psychology

Sarah Chamberlain Msc 
Positive Psychology & 
Coaching Psychology
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Arete Coach 
Jan Cohort 
2022 Dates
Truly excellent course on 
self-development with 
outstanding resources and 
support. Life-changing!
April
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AreteWay Coach September Cohort 2022/23 Dates

*Another bonus is that our weekend and weekday cohorts run in parallel, which means that if 
you can’t make a weekday block you can join the weekend block. 

The Language Used in Program Delivery
The DPC uses English as the language to deliver the course.

How The Program is Delivered 

The bulk of the training program,80%, is delivered LIVE over ZOOM, with the remaining 20% being 
self-study.

Requirements students must meet to gain a place on the DPC
All potential trainee coaches must fill out the application form.

The AreteWay Coach team will then arrange for the trainee to speak with one of our AreteWay 
coaches to have any questions answered.

Following this conversation, the AreteWay Coach Team will decide with the student if the 
Diploma is a great fit.

If successful, all students will have a final brief call with Andy to confirm the offer of a place on 
the course. At this point, students will be required to pay a Non refundable deposit of £450 to 
guarantee their space.

Tues + Weds Sat + Sun

Sept 6th & 7th Sept 10th & 11th

Oct 11th & 12th Oct 15th & 16th

Nov 8th & 9th Nov 12th & 13th

Dec 6th & 7th Dec 3rd & 4th

Jan 11th & 12th Jan 14th & 15th

Feb 7th & 8th Feb 4th & 5th
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Your investment 
The investment for the whole course including The Diploma in Positive Coaching and the 
optional AF-Coach & AreteWay accreditation is:

£4000 +VAT 

Here’s a summary of what you get

ICF accredited 
Diploma In 

Positive Coaching

LIVE training
with Andy

Workbooks
& PDF’s

Weekly study skills support, 
general LIVE support from 

the coaching team

Optional Specialism  
‘AF-COACH’, 

accredited by
AreteWay Coach

Optional Specialism 
‘AreteWay Coach’, 

accredited by 
AreteWay Coach

*Early Bird discount of £250 if the course is paid in full by 22nd August. 
**Payment plans are available

Once a student has paid their Non refundable deposit of £100 to guarantee their place on the 
course, they will be required to pay in full or make their first payment 14 days before the course 
start date. The course start date is 5th September, so the first payment is due no later than 
22nd August. Late payments may result in losing a place on the course.

Bonuses:
Discount for having trained with Andy before
LIVE (In-person/virtual) training with Andy before the course begins 
Andy’s world-class Mission Led Marketing Training 
Partnership opportunities with Andy
Andy’s LIVE’s coaching vault
Three months FREE access to CoachClub, for ongoing supervision and support
The most amazing network of coaches 
Special guest speakers to broaden your coaching knowledge
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3#    Humanism, the Coaching Relationship and the 
          Person-Centred Approach
Coaching shares a lot in common with the Humanist perspective of Psychology. Humanism 
emerged in the 1950s in response to the dominant ‘behaviourism’ and ‘psychodynamic’ models 
of psychology. Whilst we do not have the scope to go into the breadth of humanism, it is 
relevant to draw upon some of the key concepts. 

Self-actualisation – Hierarchy of ‘Needs’ (Maslow 1908 – 1970)

Maslow describes how we must meet each level of needs, starting with the most basic which 
pertains, essentially, to survival – if we do not meet our physiological needs we do not live! In the 
modern world, you could argue that in order to survive we need also to meet those needs listed 
in the higher levels. Unfortunately, many people do not attain safety, let alone love/belonging 
and esteem and most do not become ‘self-actualised’.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs.svg

In many ways, self-development and coaching are part of that process, as there is an alignment 
to the notion of moving ever towards ‘self-actualisation’.

breathing, food, water, sex, sleep, homeostasis, excretion

security of body, of employment, of resources, 

of morality, of the family, of health, of property

friendship, family, sexual intimacy

self-esteem, 

confidence, achievement,

respect of others, respect by others

morality,

creativity,

spontaneity,

problem solving,

lack of prejudice,

acceptance of factsSelf-actualisation

Esteem

Love/Belonging

Safety

Physiological

Abraham Maslow and Carl Rogers

Module 1
Induction and

Introduction to

Coaching
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ABCDE(F)

(Antony. Grant & Cavanagh, 2018, p. 36)Add a goal to the above model and we get G-ABCDE(F)
Reflective Journal Reminder Now you have explored the Person-centred and CBC approaches to coaching

it might now be time to stop and reflect…… make a note of how you have 

reacted to these theoretical approaches – do they make sense to you? Have

you witnessed or used elements of it in your own life? Make a note of what 

you would like to incorporate into your own coaching and why. It is equally 

worth grappling with those elements of these approaches that feel more alien

or difficult for you….. try to understand why and work a way to also practice 

these approaches. 

Activating event (trigger)
Belief about that event

Consequences • Emotional response e.g. anxiety 
• Behavioural response e.g. procrastination
• Physiological e.g. restlessness, fatigue
 

Discussion and disruption of belief 
• Cognitive e.g. disputing the belief and 

using ‘coping images’   
• Physiological e.g. relaxation techniquesEffective new approach• Employ goal-focussed behaviour i.e. 

action not procrastination• Visualisation – positive image of outcome

Activating
Event

A

B

C
D

E

Belief

Consequences

Discussion/Disruption

Effective NewApproach
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Withdrawals, refunds and a guarantee
To help our potential students make a great choice and ease any concerns, we offer a 
guarantee of a 14-day full refund after the start date of the course. All you would need to do is 
email team@andyramage.com and we will process the full refund. So our potential trainee 
coaches are totally covered.

We will make no secret of it, Andy wants as many people as possible to benefit from the skills of 
coaching so he is offering lots of bonuses to help you make a great decision.

or visit www.aretewaycoach.com for more information. 

CLICK HERE to join the next FREE training with Andy 

You can join Andy on a FREE training, 
“Introduction to Coaching: Why You will make a great coach, 

even if you’re unsure what you have to offer.” 
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BONUSES that 
transform the 
course
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BONUS: DISCOUNT for having already trained with Andy!

As a thank you to anyone that has trained with Andy on any of his courses including:

• The AreteWay, 
• Full Potential Plan, 
• The Office Athlete and 
• The Mind & Body GYM
• WP3 (Will Power Free Method)

Andy will discount anything you have invested in these (up to a maximum of £500) off the price 
of your coaching course.

So you will get some of your other training with Andy for free when you become a coach. 

For example, if you have taken the AreteWay course and then joined the MBG you will get 
this investment discounted from your coaching course! (Max £500)

BONUS: Free LIVE in-person or virtual workshop 

As a massive thank you for finding the courage to commit you will get a FREE live in-person 
workshop training with Andy: “The 5 secrets to creating coaching credibility before you start 
coaching, while overcoming your biggest fears”

In this workshop, Andy will share the secrets that he has used to help create a movement that 
inspired millions, a thriving 121 coaching practice, a high-end corporate coaching company and 
how to overcome those typical limiting beliefs such as ‘what have I got to offer?’.

This session will be on Zoom.

BONUS: Three months membership to the AreteWay CoachClub
After you graduate you will receive three months of ongoing mentoring and support in our 
AreteWay Coach-Club for FREE! The AreteWay Coach Club is our ongoing community of 
coaches, which also includes special guest workshops, ongoing coaching development, 
supervision and mentoring. This means you get support and guidance for at least 9 months 
including the course!

BONUS: Special guest speakers
During your training, you will be invited to join the CoachClub special guest speakers. Past guest 
speakers have included Christian Van Nieuwerburgh, who wrote the textbook we often refer to!  
Also Lauren Booker, world-leading alcohol-free specialist and coach.
 
BONUS: Study skills coaching 

Andy is passionate about making sure that everyone who has an interest in coaching can learn 
the skills no matter what their educational background. Regular bonus study skills sessions are 
provided by our educational experts Naomi Morgan & Sarah Chamberlain.
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BONUS: Becoming a coaching partner with Andy
Everything we do at AreteWay Coach is designed to provide you with the skills and more 
importantly the confidence to actually coach.

As a graduate of the DPC, you will gain the opportunity to become a partner coach of 
Andy’s. 

Becoming a partner coach can provide you with instant credibility as you stand side by side with 
Andy and the team. You can then leverage the existing groups, content and community that 
Andy provides to grow your coaching confidence while also building a network of new contacts 
within these spaces.

As a partner, you will receive a partner pack of links, images and content to help get you started. 

This sets up potentially huge credibility and confidence wins, and also the potential for an 
economic win the instant you qualify as a coach. 

For more information contact partners@andyramage.com

BONUS: Andy’s LIVE coaching vault 

Andy has been going LIVE almost daily for the last 7 years. So you can imagine that’s a massive 
range of great concepts and content ideas. As another bonus, you will get exclusive access to 
the LIVE vault, which contains the LIVE videos and the transcripts from many of these videos. This 
means you can use the transcripts as a never-ending supply of content ideas for posts, videos, 
images and blogs, while also using the topics as content for your own video or lives. (So content 
generation is not something you have to worry about!)

BIG BONUS: Mission Led Marketing 

When you sign up for the DPC you will gain access to the full online ‘Mission Led Marketing 
(MLM)’ course created by Andy. MLM is where Andy shares all his practical insights of how to 
find your niche and create a thriving coaching vocational business. 

MLM is Andy’s coaching success blueprint. The world would love to get its hands on this 
knowledge, and Andy shares it exclusively with you.  This course contains hours of video learning 
and workbooks to help you build your coaching presence in a way that is ethical and mission-
led.  You will also learn the skills of marketing that will help attract the right people so you can 
coach with maximum confidence. 

MLM is also where you learn the secrets of economic generation to give your coaching business 
the best chance of success.

Many of our coaches would say that the ‘Mission Led Marketing’ course is worth more than the 
coaching Diploma itself! 
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What next?
Life is about action. Just imagine a new career, life, and happiness waits for you on the other side 
of action. Below are three actions you can take to send a powerful message to yourself that you 
are someone commits. You can also visit www.aretewaycoach.com for more information.

Action 1
Apply now to start your coaching journey

Apply now before the spaces are gone by clicking this link or going to www.aretewaycoach.com 
and clicking one of the ‘enrol now’ links.

All potential trainee coaches must fill out the application form.

The AreteWay Coach team will then arrange for you to speak with one of our AreteWay coaches 
to have any questions answered.

Following this conversation, the AreteWay Coach Team will decide with you if the Diploma is a 
great fit.

If successful, you will have a final brief call with Andy to confirm the offer of a place on the course. 
At this point, you will be required to pay a Non refundable deposit of £100 to guarantee your 
space.

Action 2
Have a phone call with one of our coaches to answer any questions before applying

If you have some questions you need answering before you commit, you can arrange a phone 
call with one of our coaches by emailing coach@andyramage.com

Action 3
Still unsure, train with Andy on a FREE course to learn what you need to know to start 
your coaching adventure with full confidence.

or visit www.aretewaycoach.com for more information. 

CLICK HERE to join the next FREE training with Andy 

You can join Andy on a FREE training, 

“How to become a Coach and 
do what you love” 

https://andyramage.mykajabi.com/free-webinar-train-as-a-coach
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A thank 
you from 
Andy
“Thank you for taking the time to review 
this brochure. I am truly excited about your 
future as a coach, and I’ll make no secret 
of it, I would love to train with you. I know 
the fantastic ways training to become a 
coach has transformed my health, career, 
relationships and happiness and I am 
confident it can do the same for you. 
I look forward to training with you soon.” 

Andy Ramage
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aretewaycoach.com


